This paper deals with the classification of cyclic group actions on spheres using the Atiyah-Singer invariant and Reidemeister-type torsion. Our main tool is the computation of the group of relative homotopy triangulations of the product of a disk and a lens space. These results are applied to obtain lower bounds on the image of an equivariant /-homomorphism.
Introduction. Smooth actions of finite groups on spheres which are semifree (the only isotropy groups are the identity subgroup and the whole group) and semilinear (the fixed set is a homotopy sphere) have received a considerable amount of attention in the past decade (see [20, 21] and references there). Rothenberg [16] produced exact sequences relating groups of semilinear spheres to Wall groups and homotopy groups of classical groups and function spaces. Similar results were announced by Browder and Pétrie [5] who carried out rational calculations using the Atiyah-Singer invariant (see the remarks after 5.4). Subsequently, Schultz refined and generalized these techniques to obtain much more detailed information [18, 19, 20] . Finally, Ewing's application of the CT-signature theorem to semifree actions [7, 8] was an important contribution to the analysis of Rothenberg's sequences (see 3.4,5.3 below) .
In this paper, we study PL actions which are semifree and semilinear, as well as smooth near the fixed set. The advantage of this hybrid category is that in it explicit calculations with the Atiyah-Singer invariant can be carried out which allow classification of semilinear spheres. These are modeled on Wall's study of free piecewise linear actions of odd order cyclic groups on spheres [25, §14E] . Out of these calculations come the invariants which detect elements in the image of an equivariant J-homomorphism. 1 . Definitions and summary of results. Let G be a cyclic group of odd order q and let a = n © u be a representation of G which is the sum of the trivial n dimensional real representation and an orthogonal representation u such that G acts freely on S(u), the unit sphere of u. An a-manifold is a PL manifold with a semifree PL G-action together with the following additional structure: (1) A neighborhood of the fixed set is provided with a sliced concordance class of G-smoothings [11] . (2) The local representation of G at a fixed point is equivalent to a. The appropriate notions of PL homeomorphism, cobordism, etc. are those which preserve this additional structure.
Let Sa be the set of G-PL homeomorphism classes of semilinear a-spheres. Let CSa be the set of G /i-cobordism classes of semilinear a-spheres. Lastly, RSa will consist of pairs (2, t) where 2 is a semilinear a-sphere whose fixed set F is diffeomorphic to the standard sphere S" and t: S" X D(u) -> 2 is an equivariant trivialization of the normal bundle of F in 2. On such pairs we put the equivalence relation of G /z-cobordism preserving the trivialization. As in the smooth case [16, 18] , equivariant orientations give these sets the structures of abelian groups via connected sum.
The group Sa is what we would like to compute. In §2, we use torsion invariants to reduce its computation to that of CSa. There are exact sequences just like those in [16] relating CSa to RSa and RSa to more familiar groups. Moreover, as explained in §3, the Atiyah-Singer invariant is defined on RSa, so it is a fairly tractable group. In §3, we also analyze the dependence of the Atiyah-Singer invariant on the trivialization.
The primary method of constructing elements of RSa uses SpL(Dn+' X L, S" X L) the group of relative homotopy triangulations (F = S(u)/G): To the universal cover of a homotopy D"+l X L one glues 5" X D(u) equivariantly to get an a-sphere. This group is the subject of §4. It is calculated precisely using the Atiyah-Singer invariant, Whitehead torsion, and a so-called splitting invariant.
In §5, we use the results of the preceding sections to study CSa and find that it is finite if n is even and described by our invariants modulo the cokernel of an equivariant /-homomorphism if n is odd. Then we turn to the image of this homomorphism. The classification results of §4 imply integrality conditions for our invariants which enable us to obtain lower bounds on the order of the image of the equivariant /-homomorphism much in the way that integrality conditions on the A -genus enabled Kervaire and Milnor [10] to estimate the image of the classical /-homomorphism. Precisely, let F(u) be the space of self G-maps of S(u) and let C(u) -F(u) n 0(2d), 2d = dim u. Our equivariant/-homomorphism like to acknowledge the National Science Foundation's financial support of this research.
A torsion invariant.
In this section, we define a torsion invariant for semifree actions on disks and spheres and use it to reduce the equivariant PL homeomorphism classification problem to the problem of equivariant h cobordism classification. This invariant is based on Milnor's torsion invariant for free actions [13, 15] . The results of this section hold for smooth actions as well as our PL actions.
Let A" be a semifree finite G-CW complex. Let C denote the cellular chain complex C^(A", Xe; Q). It is free over the rational group ring QG. Suppose that G acts trivially on the homology of C. Set QFG = QG/Q2 where 2 is the sum of all the elements of G. Then QRGC is a free, acyclic QFc-complex and has a basis corresponding to the cells of (A" -A"G)/G. So it has a well-defined torsion.
Definition 2.1. The torsion of X, denoted by t( A"), is t(qfgc)gf:,(qfg)/±g.
If A" is a semilinear sphere or disk, t( A") is defined. Definition 2.2. Let X E Sa. Then t"( A") = r(5(a © 1)) -t( A").
The reason for introducing xa is that it is a homomorphism Ta.Sa^Kl(QRG)/±G, as one checks using excision. The following theorem is the basis of most results about Ta.
Theorem 2.3 [17] . Let Da be the group of a-disks and DSa the group of equivariant PL homeomorphisms of S(a) (under a suitable relation; see [17] ). Then there is an exact sequence 0 -DSa -S"ei -Dam -Sa -CSa -0 where the first map glues two copies ofD(a) together, k deletes a linear disk,] takes the boundary, and the last map is obvious. Moreover, if dim u > 2 and n > 1 there is an isomorphism t0: Da -» WhGW the composite kaJa<B\ WhG«Faei -Fa~WhG is multiplication by 1 + (-1)"+1. Proof. If A" £ Sa, regard k( X) as a subset of X. There is a based exact sequence 0 -* C,(k(X), k(XG)) -* CA[X, Xe) -» Cm(X, XG U k(X)) -0 and a relative G-cellular isomorphism C"(X, XG U k(X)) « C«(s(a © 1), S(a © 1)G).
Thus, t(X) = t(5(o © 1)) + p(T(k(X))). This completes the proof.
Hence Ta factors through the Whitehead group. In fact, it is well known that p is injective, so we shall henceforth regard Ta as a homomorphism t0: Sa -» WhG. 
so it will suffice to prove that t^ is onto. For this, consider the diagram:
The first row is the Rothenberg sequence relating Wall groups for simple and ordinary homotopy equivalences [22] . D is onto since Loád(G) = 0 by [4] . Hence t', , g the reduced Whitehead torsion, is onto. If g' is the composite S£L -» RSa -» CSa, where g is as in §4 and the second map is obvious, then since Ta'g' = t', it follows that Ta is onto.
To see that raffi, = 0, we simply note that Sa®, -» Daffil is zero since ra° j ° t¿1 is multiplication by -2. But -Tae, is the composite Sa9l -* Da@l * WhG by 2.4.
Remark. The sequence relating Ss and 5* in the preceding proof is actually short exact. 3 . The Atiyah-Singer invariant. In this section, we discuss the Atiyah-Singer invariant and define it on RSa. We then investigate the influence of the trivialization of the fixed set's normal tube on the invariant. Let M2k~ ' be a closed, oriented PL manifold with a free G action. Then a number (say r) of copies of M is the oriented boundary of an oriented, free G-manifold W2k. Let Sign(G, W) be the G-signature of W and Sign(g, W) its value at g E G. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The restriction to G -(1} is made so that a(M) is independent of W. a is real-valued if k is even and imaginary if k is odd. It depends only on the equivariant A-cobordism class of M.
A very useful generalization of 3.1 for smooth manifolds is obtained if W is not required to have a free action. In this case, o(g, M) = r~\L(g, W) -Sign(g, W)) where L(g, W) is the characteristic number in the G-signature theorem [3,6.12,7.4] .
For our purposes, a reformulation of a will be convenient. Let F be a preferred generator of G and let G be the dual group of G. It is cyclic of order q and has as preferred generator the character x taking F to e2*i/q. Regard the G-signature as a virtual representation, i.e., as an element of ZG. Restricting to G- The proof is a routine but complicated application of Wall's generalized Novikov additivity theorem [24] . Now we shall study the dependence of the Atiyah-Singer invariant on the trivialization of the normal bundle of the fixed set in the ambient sphere. If C(u) is the centralizer of «(F) in 0(2d), then G-trivializations of S" X D(u) correspond to maps h: S" -* C(u). We obtain a homomorphism/: tt"C(u) -» RSa by taking h to the standard a-sphere S(a® 1) with S" X D(u) ^S" X D(u) C S(a © 1) as trivialization, where h(x, y) -(x, h(x\y)). When n = 2m -1 is odd, we can use a to analyze/.
First, we need to specify our representation u which, so far, has figured only as an equivalence class. Henceforth u will be the real representation underlying the unitary representation of complex dimension d taking the preferred generator F of G to the diagonal matrix with entries of the form X*, where X = e27"/q and k E A = {j E Z | (j, q) -1 and 1 <j < q/2). If X* has multiplicity dk, then C(u) is isomorphic to the product of unitary groups UkeAU(dk). Since the structure group of a G-vector bundle £ with fiber u over a trivial G-space reduces to C(u) [6, §35] , £ splits as a direct sum of complex dk dimensional bundles £,, k E A. Now let £ G TT2m_lC(u) (we use £ to denote the corresponding G vector bundle over S2m also). If (2, t) = /(£), then 2, is the sphere bundle S(£) of £. Since S(£) bounds the associated disk bundle />(£), a(T, /(£)) = a(T, S(£)) = F(F, F(£)) -Sign(F, />(£)).
Sign(G, />(£)) is the G-signature of a bilinear form on the cohomology of (/>(£), S(£)) (see [3,p. 588] ) and is zero if m¥=d. To describe F(F, £>(£)), we recall from [2,Theorem 6.27] that the Atiyah-Singer invariant of S(u), which we shall denote by a(L)(L = S(u)/G), is given by where Qm is a polynomial of degree < m -1 with integer coefficients. Moreover, there is another polynomial Rm with integer coefficients such that QM = (-2)m-\m -I)!/""1 + (y~ \)Rm(y).
For our final version of a(G, /(£)), let c'm(è,k) be given by
This is possible by [9, p. 280 ]. This section is devoted to computing Sph(D"+i X L, S" X L) and is based on C T. C. Wall's classification of fake lens spaces [25, §14E ]. The answer is complete when u is the representation d\ with d\(T) = X-(dX d identity matrix) and nearly so in other cases. We use the surgery exact sequence to carry out the computation. Normal maps into Z)"+1 X L which are PL homeomorphisms on the boundary are classified by
(Here, [ ] denotes based homotopy classes of based maps; spaces without natural base points are given arbitrary base points.) First we introduce a suspension construction for triangulations which enables us to construct and classify all normal maps. Then we use the G-signature on Wall groups to complete the calculation. Proof. Let m: S2d~l -* F be the covering projection. The three maps ir, c, and cm have cofibration sequences which fit into a braid diagram [12, p. 1.10] . Applying the functor [-, F/PL] gives a braid of exact sequences. Since w^F/PL is known, we can use inductive arguments to extract the statements of the lemma from this braid. We now introduce suspension. Let 2 be an a-sphere and give S1 a free G-action via the character xp where (p, q) -1. Let C2 be the cone on 2.
Definition 4.3. The suspension of 2 is 2*5" = 2 XD2U C2X S\ the join of 2 and S1 with diagonal G-action. If /: 5" X D(u) -» 2 is an equivariant trivialization of the normal bundle of 2G in 2, t X IdD2: 5" X D(u) X D2 -> 2 X D2 C 2 * 5' trivializes the normal bundle of (2 * Sl)G in 2 * S\ We let (2, /) * S] denote the suspension of 2 with this trivialization. It is straightforward but tedious to prove that suspension is additive and compatible with respect to /¡-cobordisms. So we obtain, for example, a homomorphism * 5 ' :
Proof. We show that t(2 * S1) = t(2) -(-\)"t(Sx). The lemma follows from this and the definition of Ta. There is a relative G-cellular isomorphism (2 * Sl, 2 U S1) -> (S° * (2 X S1), 5°) (compare [15,proof of 4.1]). Since t(5° * (2 X Sx)/S°) = -t(2 X S1), t(2 * Sx) = t(2) + t(5') -t(2 X S1). By [15,1.28a], t(2 X Sx) = (1 + (-\)")t(Sx), so t(2 * S") = x(2) -(-\)"t(S{). Proof. This is a generalization of [25,14A.1]. Let TV be a free oriented G-manifold with dN = r-2,. Add handles Dn+l X D(u) along Dn+l X S(u) to each copy of 2, in 3 A/ to get a manifold with boundary r ■ 2. Cone off each copy of 2 to get a closed manifold TV whose G signature equals that of N. Note that as oriented manifolds 2 = 3(-C2).
Let P2 be a free oriented G-manifold whose boundary consists of 5 copies of S[. Cone off each to get a closed manifold F. Note that S] = 3(-CS').
The product N XP has a decomposition like that of N. Namely, N XP consists of rs copies of cones C2 X CSl glued to F"+1 X D(u) X CS1 along S" X d(D(u) X CSl) together with a free G-manifold W. Now 3(C2 X CSl) = 3(-C2 X -C51) = 2*5'.
It follows that dW = -rs(1 * 51)iXIdo2. Therefore ™x((2, t) * S1) = Sign(G, W) = Sign(G, iV)-Sign(G, P)
Remark. There is an error in [25,14A.1]. Wall does not take account of the fact that the orientation of Wcoming from the product orientation on N XP induces the negative of the join orientation on the boundary. Thus his invariant p --a is not multiplicative for joins; a is.
Suspension on RSa induces a suspension on SPh(D"+l X L, S" X L) as follows.
Given h: N -> D"+i X L, g(h) = Ñ U S" X D(u) is an a-sphere. If from g(h) * S1 we delete S" X D(u) X CS1 and pass to quotients by G, we obtain a homotopy triangulation of D"+l X L2d+\ where L2d+] = (S(u) * S')/G. Thus we have a homomorphism * S*1: ScPL((Da+\ S") X L2d-1) -» S£L((/>"+1, 5") X L2d+X).
We shall compute SPL((D2m, S2m~ ') X F2d~') by applying three invariants to the modified surgery exact sequence We claim that if i ¥= s or j ¥= t, then a(tpjh¡ * S1) -a(<p,hs * S1) G F¿\ For if / ¥= s, <Pjh¡ and tp!hs have distinct amod F¿\ so their suspensions do, too. If o(<p,A,. * S1) -a(<p,A, * S1) = 4(7 -i)(x + X"')(x' + 0/(x' " 0 e *c then 4(j -i) E I¿ = ker e', so we must have/ = i. Hence o' is injective. Since RsI^d+2/ReR¿ has order q^d~^/2^ if ¿ is even (similarly if d is odd), the image of a' is as claimed. Finally, the triangulations all have s0 -0 since they were obtained from the identity map of D4k X F3 by normal cobordisms and suspensions and these do not alter s0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. The second assertion implies the first. To prove it, note that the a invariants of two normally cobordant simple homotopy triangulations differ by an element of 4FC* and 4/¿d+2/4F¿ « I¿d+2/R¿, so surjectivity follows from 4.8. Injectivity follows from the surgery sequence (4.6) and 4.7.
Thus SPL is free abelian of rank (q + l)/2 (by (4.6)), so its image under (a, s0) is of finite index in Re R¿ © Z (d even) or Im R¿ © Z (d odd). To compute it, we look at a' on tr4kF/?L. Proof. We need only prove that if a E I~d, n E Z, and w E WhG satisfy a = (8a(F) + yp)n + S(w) mod4I^d+2, then a, n, and w are realized by a triangulation. Let A be a triangulation such that t(A) = w (cf. 2.5). Then a(h) =(8o(L) + \l>)s0(h) + S(w) = (8a(F) + ip)s0(h) + a-(8a(F) + ty)n moá4I¿d+2, so a -a(h) = (cla(L) + ^P)(n -s0(h)) mod4I¿d+2. By 4.11, there is a simple homotopy triangulation k with a(k) = a -a(h) and s0(k) = n -s0(h). Hence (a,s0,T')(k + h) = (a,n,w). Remarks. 1. Since A0 is determined only up to the action of Ls4k+2d(G), $ is well defined only modulo 4FG. In general, I do not knows its mod 4 coset. However, when u = dx, 41 e 4F¿ so it disappears from our relations. This result depends on a good deal of work on triangulations of D4k X (complex projective (d -l)-space) and will not be discussed here.
2. We shall not discuss the case m -2k + 1. One obtains results like those above, except that the lowest dimensional case of 4.8 must be assumed in order to begin the induction. However, if u -dx, this assumption is met.
Our last result concerns the suspension * S1: ScPL((D4k, S4k~]) X L2d~x) -ScPh((D4k, S4k-') X L2d+i) by the action of G on S1 via xp, where (p, q) = 1.
Theorem 4.15. If k > 2 and d>2, * S1 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Recall that under suspension, a is multiplied by a(Sx) = (xp + 1)/ (x* -1) and s0 and t are unchanged. Now a(Sl) is a unit of R¿[l/q] by [25,p. 205 ] and (a, s0, t') is injective, so * S1 is injective. We shall use our results on SPL((D4k, S4/c ') X F) and the homomorphism/to study a-spheres. Our groups are linked by the braid:
The two zero groups are from 4.2. Tn is the group of A-cobordism classes of homotopy «-spheres. F(u) is the space of self G-maps of S(u). The map g was treated in §4 and / on tt"C(u) in §3. If 2"+1 is a homotopy (n + l)-sphere constructed by glueing two disks together with a diffeomorphism / of S" and A: S" -» C(u), then /(A, 2) is the standard a-sphere with trivialization h ° (j X Id), A as in the definition of/after 3.2. 0(2): Dn+X X L -, Z)"+1 X F is just/x IdL where /: D"+x -, Z)"+1 extends/. 6 is described on tt"+1(F(u), C(u)) in the proof of 5. there is a homomorphism i": irnF(u) -» tt^ to ?Ae staWe n-stem whose kernel and cokernel are q-groups.
Proof. Let F(u, p) C F(u) be the space of G maps preserving a basepoint p. We shall compare F(m, p) to the loop space Q2d~xS2d~' and F(m) to F(«, /?) to prove the proposition.
Let 7t: S2<y_1 -» F be the covering projection and p -tt(P). The identity component of F(u, p) is homeomorphic to the identity component of the space Map(F, p) of pointed self-maps of F, so tt^F(u, p) « 7r^Map(F, p). Forgetting the G-action induces an inclusion /': F(u, p) =» Q2d~xS2d_1 which we analyze using the commutative diagram:
ß2i/_17r induces an isomorphism on tt^ since w does for * > 1. By elementary obstruction theory, the kernel and cokernel of the map induced by it* on ir" arê -groups. Thus /". is an isomorphism modulo ^-torsion. Recall that TTnQi2d~xS2d~x is always finite and isomorphic to it* if n < 2d -2 [23] . Now the homotopy sequence of the evaluation (at p) fibration F(u, p) -> F(u) -» S2d~x shows that vTnF(u, p) -» tt"F(u) is an isomorphism if n <2d -2 and an isomorphism modulo torsion if « ^ 2J -1. Putting these results together completes the proof. is the identity and the first and last maps are simple, 0(y) is a simple homotopy equivalence. Next, if 2"+1 = D"+x UyZ>"+1 is a homotopy sphere, t(0(2)) = 0 since the extension/: D"+x -> D"+x is necessarily simple. So 6 factors through the simple homotopy triangulations.
The remaining assertions are true because SsPL((D4k, S4k~l) X L) is free abelian (4.9) and Tr4kF(u) is finite. Proof. Modulo torsion, 3 and / are both injective, the latter by 3.4. Thus, the same holds for 0 and so CSaBl = ker 6 is finite. That Sa®, is isomorphic to CSa<m is contained in the proof of 2.5. If m = 2k, then the injectivity of 6 modulo torsion and 5.2 show that the kernel of 6 is the torsion subgroup of ir4k(F(u)C(u)) © T4k.
Remark. The finiteness result is due to Ewing, who proved the linear independence of the ®m(Xk) in [8] in order to obtain it. Now we turn to a-spheres, where a = (4k -1) © u and d ¥=2k. Then g is a rational isomorphism, so there is a unique extension of s0 on SPL to s0: RSa -» Q.
Theorem 5.4. If a = (4k -1) © u, k > 2, andk # 2d, then RSa ® Q and CSa ® Q are completely described by a and s0, and Sa® Q by these two invariants and Ta.
Proof. Because g ® Q is an isomorphism, (a, s0) takes RSa ® Q isomorphically to ReQF¿ © Q or IrnQF^ © Q as d is even or odd. CSa ® Q is the quotient of RSa ® Q by the image of/® Q. We already have a formula for a ° /on ir4k_lC(u) and shall shortly have one for s0 ° /, so we can exhibit a basis for (a, s0)(image / ® Q) and thus describe CSa ® Q. Finally, we have the sequence 0-WhG^5a^C5a^0 from the proof of 2.5, and t" ® Q splits WhG ® Q -» Sa ® Q.
Remarks. When m = 2k + 1, there are slightly weaker counterparts of 5. 2-5.4 . In this case, the splitting invariant s0 is Z2-valued so disappears rationally.
Because the smooth analogues of our PL groups differ from the latter by torsion, Theorem 5.4 describes their rational structure, too. Browder and Pétrie computed RSa ® Q using (a, s0) in [5, Theorem 4] and lacked only Ewing's result in their description of CSa ® Q.
Explicit calculation of RSa is not possible in general. We have determined the behavior of our invariants on the subgroup (image/+ image g) of RSa. FSa/(image/+ image g) is isomorphic to the cokernel of the equivariant /-homomorphism J(u) in our braid diagram, so it is presently intractable. Spheres in RSa -(image/+ image g ) are very difficult to construct, as/accounts for changes of trivialization, and g for other constructive techniques including surgery on the free part and surgery on the fixed set preserving the trivialization. Yet such spheres exist; see 5.12 below for some examples which are even smooth.
On the other hand, we can estimate the image of J(u). For the relations between our invariants on SPh may be viewed as integrality conditions on characteristic numbers which give rise to invariants on ir4k_iF(u). To begin, we introduce a normalized version of a. Let p = o(L2d -*)-*■ o:RSa^R¿[\/q] (2d = dim u). Then p is real-valued.
Integrality
Theorem 5.5. If k** 2, then the invariants p ands0: RSa -* Q satisfy the following conditions on the subgroup g(SPL((D4k, S4k~x) X L))\ (a) fi takes values in the real elements ofR¿. To study s0, we now define s0 geometrically. In [26] , an invariant / of a manifold M4k~x with framing t is defined by l(M, t) = L(W)[W] -sign W where dW = M and L(W) is the Hirzebruch class of W, made into a relative class using t. Given (2, /) representing an element of RSa, some multiple 7V(2, t) = (s4k~x+2d, t') and we set /(2, t) = l(S4k-x+2d, t')/N. Then j0 = -/.
Lemma 5.6. Let SG(2d) be the space of degree 1 self-maps of S2d~x and i: Proof. The factorization comes about because there is a map from the exact sequence of g to its nonequivariant analogue. Now / induces a homomorphism 7T4k-\+2dS2d ~^ Q/Z-By [27, p. 215] , this coincides at odd primes with Adams' e-invariant [1] , so Sq detects the odd primary part of the image of / when d > 2k.
For later use we shall need an explicit formula for s0 ° f. To obtain it we use the diagram m4k(SG(2d),SO(2d)) I ir4k_iSO(2d) The homomorphism /'" of 5.6 or 5.1 restricts to <p: image/(w) -» image/. We shall now use this and the invariants of (a) and (c) of 5.5 to estimate image J(u) in terms of image/. Recall that tr4k_xC(u) « Q.eAir4k_lU(dJ), where d-is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue Xy in u. Since the invariants p and sQ vanish on the torsion subgroup of TT4k-\C(u), let us treat the case when tr4k_xC(u) is free abelian, i.e. each nonzero dj > 2k. Assume also that d = 1JGAdj > 2k so ir4k_xSG(2d) « w^-, is stable. Lemma 5.8. If d > 2k, the kernel of y is a q-group. If, in addition, each nonzero dj is > 2k, then q> is surjective if k is odd and has cokernel Z2 if k is even.
Proof. The kernel <p is a subgroup of the kernel of »", which, by 5.1, is a <¡r-group. The cokernel of <p is the same as the cokernel of TT4k_xU -» ir4k_lSO which is well known to be Z2 if k is even and 0 if A: is odd.
We now use p and fi -%s0 to study ker (p. Unfortunately, we must make the assumption that only one dj, say dx, is nonzero. Thus our representation u = dx-The need for this restriction is explained after 5. Because q is a prime, p is the minimal polynomial of X and F is an isomorphism. The roots of p are the primitive qih roots of unity so pit) = ílf=i'(/ -X') and q = /? (1) = n,C,'(l -A'). Hence, in R¿, q = 11(1 -x') = »(1 -x)""1-Thus q E Iqf\ To see that q É 1$, note that s'iO) = iq -2)!= -{q -1) = +1 mod ^ by Wilson's theorem.
Remark. Here is the difficulty one encounters in generalizing 5.9 to representations like that in 5.8. We find that F(/i(/(£))) = 22*+1 • ljeAc'2kUj)ej where lej = 2\J(i + vy2kQ2kix2J)ii -vy2k = (2k -\)\*2k(\J).
As in 5.9, the ey satisfy qe} E Z[X] but e, È Z[X]. Moreover, {ey \j E A) is a basis for Q(X + X"1) over Q since {$2*(A7')}is I7!-0ne would like to conclude that F(/i, (/(£))) modZ[X] generates a Z vector space of dimension equal to the rank of ît4A._,C(m) as £ runs through m4k_,C(m). Unfortunately, this does not follow from the rational linear independence of the ey. Perhaps it can be proved if we know more about *2*(*y).
We have not yet used the invariant p -8i0 which, on the face of it, is stronger than fi. But if q > 2k + 1, q E Iqf ' C lf+2, so p(f(q ■ £)) G /j for £ G 774¿_ xC(u).
Also, our formula for s0(f(£)) preceding 5.7 shows that s0(f(q-^)) E /J if q > 2 k + 1 since the denominator of Bk/k is prime to q. Thus fi -Ss0 is no better than fi. However, if q = 2 k + 1, the story is different. In that case, fi detects only the q-torsion which <p takes to image/. Theorem 5.11. Let q -2k + 1 be a prime and d > 2k > 4. Then the image of J(dx) contains a cyclic subgroup of order q2 whose subgroup of order q lies in ker <p.
Proof. Let e = X(l + x)'2kQ2k(X2)0 ~ xT2k and ß = (-\)kBk(22k-x -\)/k. Then (p -8i0)(/(£)) = 22*(2e -ß)-c'2k(i). We shall show that ?-(2e-j8)z= Omod /j but that q2(2e -ß) = Omod /J. This will prove that the image of ifi -8s0) ° /is cyclic of order q2. The remark about the subgroup of ker<p follows since image / has <?-torsion cyclic of order q which must come from ir4k_ ,C(i/x) by 5-8.
Observe that any real element of I¿ is automatically in Ii. Since p. -8s0 is real valued, this allows us to work mod I¿ instead of mod Ii. The advantage of this is that elements of R¿ are congruent mod I¿ to their augmentations. Now we reduce 2qe and qß mod I¿. Therefore our invariants jü and jü -8í0 detect all the ^-torsion in image /(¿x)-It would be interesting to know if they always do this. Using 5.8 and 5.1 one may show that when k = 2, Jidx) has cokernel Z2. Therefore RS1S)dx ¥= image/+ image g (see the third paragraph after 5.4). In fact, there are even smooth 7 © c/x_spheres which are not obtained from homotopy smoothings of D* X L2d~x or 7r7C(¿x)-Finally, wgF(i/x) ^ Z2 © Z2. Thus 5.3 and the result 7r8F(^x) * Tor ns(F(dx),C(dx)) yield RS*®dX ^ z2 © z2, csSS3dx » z2 © z2 © r8 « z2 © z2 © z2.
